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ON THE RADON-NIKODYM DERIVATIVE WITH A 
CHAIN RULE IN A VON NEUMANN ALGEBRA 

BY 

GEORGE A. ELLIOTT 

1. The purpose of this paper is to show that by a reorganization of the proofs 
of the main results concerning Radon-Nikodym derivatives in a von Neumann 
algebra of Pedersen and Takesaki in [12] and of Connes in paragraphs 1.1 and 
1.2 of [5], considerable technical simplification can be achieved. Roughly speaking, 
the analytic vector techniques developed by these authors for the study of weights 
on a von Neumann algebra can be replaced, to a large extent, by the tensor product 
methods introduced by Connes, which are essentially algebraic in nature. In the 
exposition which follows, analytic vectors are not used at all (see, however, 
4.4). 

The present approach does not lead to Proposition 5.9 of [12] (or its conse
quence in 1.1.2 of [5]), or to the most general case of Proposition 5.10 of [12] 
(the case that the modular automorphisms of the two weights, while they are 
permutable, do not leave both weights invariant). These results indicate that 
analytic vectors will continue to play an important role in the study of weights 
(and states). This is confirmed by the work of Araki in [1] and [2] and of Connes in 
[7] and [8] on the analytic properties of the Radon-Nikodym derivative, which 
reflect various order relations between the weights that the derivative compares. 

2. In terminology and notation we shall follow [3], [4] and [13]. We shall denote 
by M a von Neumann algebra which will be fixed throughout. Let us recall the 
definition of a weight on M, and some basic properties of weights that we shall 
use. 

A weight on M is a function cp defined on M+, with values in the interval [0, oo], 
such that 

<p(*+y) = <K*)+<p(y)> ^ j e M + , 

cp(Xx) = Xcp(x\ x e M+, X e R+ (here 0. oo = 0). 

A weight <p is said to be faithful if 

x e M+, <p(x) = 0 => x = 0, 

and to be semifinite if the linear span (SSi(f> of x e M+ such that (p{x)< oo is ultra-
weakly dense in M. It is equivalent to say that the set 91̂  of ye M such that 
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cp{y*y)< oo is ultra weakly dense. 31^ is a left ideal of M such that 

K% = OR,n ^*)2 = m*-
A weight 99 on M is said to be normal if for every bounded, upward directed 

set S in M+
9 

<p(sup S) = sup <p(S). 

It has recently been shown by Haagerup (1.8, 2.1 and 2.2 of [11]) that a normal 
weight is a supremum of finite normal weights (i.e., normal positive functionals). 

Let (p be a faithful normal weight on M. Then an inner product is defined on 
^ , b y 

By 2.13 of [4] (coupled with the results of [11]), the antilinear map 

is densely defined and preclosed in the completion of 5R̂  with respect to the inner 
product determined by 99. Denote by S^ the closure of this map in the completion 
of 9^, and denote the domain of S9 by ^(S^). Then by 2.13 of [4], 

Let (p be a faithful semifinite normal weight on M. Denote by TT0 the represen
tation of M by left multiplication in 31^; 7r0 is injective since <p is semifinite. 
For each x e M, 7r0(x) may be extended to a bounded operator in the Hilbert 
space completion of 9^, which we shall denote by TT^X). Set *S*5'̂ =A<p. Then 
Ap is nonsingular and for all t e IR, 

A£r , (M)A;«=7r , (M) . 

This is the main result described in [13]. (For a proof free of analytic vectors, 
see [14]; simultaneously, a different short proof was given in [10].) It makes 
possible the definition of a one-parameter group /H»of of automorphisms of M 

such that 

By 2.13 of [4], 77̂  is a normal isomorphism, whence for each xeM,th-> o*(x) 
is strongly continuous. The group a* is sometimes called the modular automor
phism group associated with cp. 

3. Invariant elements. 

3.1. LEMMA. Let cp be a faithful semifinite normal weight on the von Neumann 
algebra M. Let h be an element of M such that a(f(h)=hfor all t e IR. Then Mïïl^ 
9K<p, SDt̂ /r̂ SDlç,. and cp{hx)=cp{xh)for all x e SDÎ̂ . 

Proof, Adding a scalar to h if necessary, we may suppose that h is invertible. 
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The hypothesis may then be stated as TT^QI)"1 k97T9(h)=\. Using the identity 
gt9 n 9 1 * = ^ n ^(Aj/2), we deduce that the maps xv-*hx and xv-*xh=(h*x*)* 
are bijections of % n 91*. From this and the relation 3R9=(3l9 n 9t*)2 follow 
the inclusions /$J^<=9J^ and SK^czSK^. 

The first of the preceding maps is of course ir^h); denote the second by Rh. 
Then for x e % n St J, 

RnS^h^x = RnQi^xf = x* = S„x, 

whence, with S9=J9/S}J2 the polar decomposition of S9, 

Rhx = S^(fc*)S9x = J f A ; \ ( l * ) A- 1 / 2 J^X = J^iW^x. 

This shows that 

** = J9*9(h*)J9 | 51, n 9Î*. 

Hence, if *, 7 e M„ n 5RJ : 

ç>Cxy/i) = (yfc | **)„ = (i^y | x % = (J9ir9(h*)J9y \ x*)9; 

cpQixy) = (y \ x*h% = (y \ Rh*x% = (y | J^9(h)J9x%; 

cpQixy) = cp(xyh). 

3.2. LEMMA. Lef ç? èe a faithful semifinite normal weight on the von Neumann 
algebra M. Let v be a unitary element of M such that v*cpv=q>, that is, such that 
i$Jt<pt;*=9Jt<p and cp(vxv*)=(p(x)for x e 3Jl9. Then a^(v)=vfor all t e R. 

Proof. From v*<pv=cp follows 91^=91, and hence that x\->vx and x\-+xv are 
unitary bijections of 91, n 9t*, with respect to the inner product determined by 
<p. The first is TT9{V); denote the second by Rv. For x e 91, n 91*, 

RVS9TT9(V)X = JR„(wO* = x* = S,*. 

Hence, since ^(t?) and Rv are unitary, 

Then 

A, = S£S, = ir^vysfifRiS^v) = n9(v)* b97T9(v); 

this is equivalent to the conclusion of the lemma. 

3.3. PROBLEM. 3.1 is (i)=>(ii) of Theorem 3.6 of [12]. 3.2 is a special case 
of (ii)=>(i) of Theorem 3.6 of [12], and is the only case that will be required below. 
This is fortunate, since it is not clear how to obtain the general result without 
using the fact that 9ft, contains analytic vectors for A,. More precisely, it does 
not seem to be known whether, if SCR is a dense subset of the domain of A1/2 and 
h is a bounded operator such that hfHR^m, ^Wl^Wl and (A1/2A| | A1/2rç)= 
(A1 / 2 | | A1/2/2*7y) for all f, rj e 9Jt, then h and A commute. 

3 
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4. The Radon-Nikodym derivative of Connes. 

4.1. DEFINITION (see 1.2.2 of [5]). Let cpx and y2 be faithful semifinite normal 
weights on the von Neumann algebra M. Denote by M2 the algebra of all linear 
operators on the two-dimensional Hilbert space C 2 , and by (etj) the system of 
matrix units of M2 associated with the standard basis of C 2 . Define a weight d 
on the von Neumann algebra M®M2 by 

flÇSx,,®*,,) = S%(x„), 2x„®% G (M®M2)
+. 

It is clear that 6 is faithful and normal. Semifiniteness of 6 follows from the equiva
lence of 2 xa®ei5 G % a n d xa e yt9j- % 3.2 with #=10(1— 2en) , cr0

t(l<S>e11)= 
l®ell9 all t e IR. Hence for each t e IR there exists a unique uteM such that 
(4(l®e21+l®£12)=Wf®e21H-wf®£12. Since l®e2 1+l®e1 2 is unitary, so is each ut. 
The map /h-»wt will be called the Radon-Nikodym derivative of (p2 with respect to 
ç>l5 and will be denoted by (Dcp^Dcp^. 

4.2. THEOREM {see 1.22 of [5]). Let cpx and cp2 be faithful semifinite normal weights 
on the von Neumann algebra M. Then, with ut={D(p2:Dcp1)t, 

(i) us+t=usa^(ut), s,teR; 
(ii) c«*{x)=utc^{x)uf, / e IR, x e M. 

Proof. Since ( ^ n ^ ) ® é > n c9ta n 5ft* and ^ 1 ( ^ 0 ^ ) ® ^ = ^ ® 
1 | (SR^ n SR* )®e l l9 of | M ® e n = < i ® l for all t e R. Hence, as' in [5], for 
s9te\R, and xeM: 

us+t®e21 = O l 0 % ) = <*e
s(ut®e21) = o*(l®eai)*!(tt*®eii) = w ^ O O ® ^ ; 

(tf2{x)<8>e22 = <re
t(x®e22) = e%l®e21)a

e
t{x®e11)a%l®e12) = ut<ft\x)ul ®e22. 

4.3. REMARK. Property 4.2(i) is sometimes expressed by saying that u is a 
cocycle with respect to the one-parameter group of automorphisms o,9>1. Cf. 6 
below. 

4.4. PROBLEM. The properties 4.2(i) and 4.2(h) determine u only up to a one-
parameter unitary group in the centre of M. In Theorem 4 of [6], Connes described 
a property of u in the case that (p± and 9?2 are finite which, coupled only with the 
property w0=l, determines u completely. This property may be reformulated as 
follows for general <pt and cp2: for any x, y* e 5ft* n 9^, there should exist a 
bounded continuous complex-valued function/on the strip 0 < l m z < l , holomor-
phic in the interior, such that 

f{i) = cp2{a^{y)utx), f(t+i) = ? i ( * ^ r O 0 ) , t e IR. 

(Connes stated this with y equal to 1, which is not in general an admissable value 
of j . ) Unfortunately the proof of Connes is no longer valid; the inequality in the 
third line of the proof of Lemma 5 of [6] is not available for an infinite weight. 
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It can be shown that if 4.2(i) and 4.2(ii) also are verified by u then u is unique. 
Indeed, the property 4.2(i) implies that the one-parameter family A->(l®eu+ 
Ut®e22)(vet1®l)(')(l®eii+Ut®e22)* of automorphisms of M®M2 is a group, and 
the property 4.2(ii) together with 4.4 of [4] and the property stated above ensures 
that this group verifies the so-called Kubo-Martin-Schwinger boundary con
ditions with respect to 6 (see definitions 13.1 of [12] and 4.1 of [4]), whence by 
4.8 of [4] this group must be t\->ce

t; it follows immediately that ut=a9
t(l®e21). 

4.5. REMARK. It is an interesting question how various possible relations 
between xp and cp are described by properties of (Dip:Dcp). It is easy to see that 
two relations considered in [12], respectively \p or?-invariant for all teR, and 
a*, erf permutable for all s, t e IR, are expressed by the property that (Dip'.Dy) 
is, respectively, a group, and a group modulo the centre of M. 

5. The chain rule. 

5.1. THEOREM (1.2.3(a) of [5]). Let q>l9 y2, and cpz be faithful semifinite normal 
weights on the von Neumann algebra M. Then 

(D(pz: D<pJt = (D(p3: Dcp2\(D(p2\ D(px)t, t e IR. 

Proof. We repeat the argument of [5]. Define a weight p on A/"(g>M3 by p(L x{j® 
eij)=H <Pi{Xiè- As in 4.1, p is faithful, semifinite and normal. Then 

(D<p3: Dq>^t®ezl = <(l®e3i) = ^p
tiX®eZ2)a

p
t(l®e21) = (Dyz\ D(p2)t{D(p2:Dcp^t®e3r 

5.2. THEOREM {see 1.2.4 of [5]). Let <p9 ipx and tp2 be faithful semifinite normal 
weights on the von Neumann algebra M. Suppose that {D%px:Dcp)={Dip2\Dq>). Then 

Proof. By 5.1, 

(Dy>2:Dy)x) = (Dtp2: Dcp^DcpiD^) = (Dtp^DcpXDcpiD^) 

= (Dxp^D^) = (Dtps Dyà(DVl\ D%) = 1. 

This means that ae
t(v)=v for all t e IR where 0 is as in 4.1 with q>t replaced by ipi9 

and v=\®e21+\®e12. Hence by 3.1, for x G M+, 

VIC*) = 0(*®*ii) = 0(v*(x<S>en)v) = 0(x®e22) = rp2(x). 

6. Every cocycle is (Dip:Dq>) for some %p. 

6.1. LEMMA (5.12 of [12]). Let <p be a faithful semifinite normal weight on the 
von Neumann algebra M. Let th->ut be a strongly continuous one-parameter group of 
unitaries in M such that 

< OO = M» s, t e IR. 
Then there exists a faithful semifinite normal weight tp on M such that 

(Dip:D(p) = w. 
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Proof. We shall assume first that the infinitesimal generator of the group u is 
bounded, so that there exists a bounded invertible heM+ such that w1{=A*', 
t e R. Then a^(h)=h9 t e R , and by 3.1 the maps x\->hx, xv-±xh and x\-+h1/2xh1/2 

are bijections of 501̂  onto itself. Hence the weight 

M + 9 X H # 1 / 2 x f t 1 / 2 ) 

on M is faithful, semifinite and normal. Since by 3.1, (p{h1,2xh1,2)—(p{hx)=(p{xh) 
for x G SJtp, we may denote this weight by cph. 

We have 93^=93^ ; hence 9 ^ = 9 ^ . It was shown in the proof of 3.1 that 

xh = JtpTT^hy^ xe9t9 n 9t£ 

(recall h=h*). Hence J > ^ ( A p \ e ir9(M)'. Ifx,ye 9 ^ = 9 1 ^ , then 

(x I >%* = v&y**) = <K0 )̂**) = 0 I J9*9(h)J9y)9-

Hence, since Wh^W^KJ^TT^hy^KWhW the inner products on 9 ^ = 9 t ^ deter
mined by cp and cph are equivalent, so that the completions, as topological linear 
spaces, may be identified. 

We shall show that 

af(x) = hua^(x)h~u, t G R, XGM. 

We have *S,^=*S<p. If T is any densely defined preclosed linear (or antilinear) 
operator in the completion of 9^ with respect to the inner product determined by 
q>, and if 7* denotes the adjoint of T with respect to this inner product, then the 
adjoint of T with respect to the inner product determined by cph is 

J^cpihY^T^TT^h)!^ 

Hence, since A1J27T(p(h)=7T(p(h)^J\ 

= J9Mh)-%&y%Jçir9(h)J9S9 

= J9*9(hT%*JLK) A i ' V * K/2 

Here we have used (twice) J^—l; this, and also /<pA(?,/<p=A~1 follow from 
Sy—Sy1 and uniqueness of the polar decomposition of Sp. Since ^(/z) and (since 
/ç)A/p/<p=A~1) also / ^ ( A ) " 1 ^ are permutable with Aff, and since J^^h)"1^ is 
in TT^MY and in particular is permutable with ^(/z), 

A?* = J9ir9(h
if)J9ir9(h

if) A« * G R 

(recall that .7^, like 5^, is antilinear). The assertion at the beginning of this para
graph follows (see 2). 

It is clear that with 6 defined on M<S>M2 by 0(2 xij<8>eij) = ç>(xn)+<p(x22) (see 
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4.1) the weight S xij®eij\-xp(x11)+<ph(x22) is Ok where k—\^e11+h®e22t. Hence 

(Dcph:Dcp)t®e21 = af(l®e21) = k?toe
t(l®e21)k-it 

= Tè\l®e^k-U^ (hit®e22)(l®e21)(l®e11) 
= ^ ® ^ 2 i = ut®e21. 

Now, if the exponential of the infinitesimal generator of the group w, say h, 
is not bounded and invertible, the preceding construction may still be carried out 
in eMe for each projection e in {h}" (therefore by 3.1 such that (1 —2e)(p(l —2e)=(p) 
such that eh is bounded and invertible in eMe. The sum of the weights cpeji for a 
family of such projections with sum 1 is clearly a faithful, semifinite (cf. 4.1), 
normal weight with modular automorphism group t\-^uta^(-)uf. (Denote the 
weight by ip. If e is a finite sum of the ei9 then the projection ^ ( ^ / ^ ( e ) / ^ 
commutes with Sv9 and if He denotes its range, S^ \ He=Sxpe=S(peh.) Although, 
a priori, this weight depends on the family (e,), the calculation in the preceding 
paragraph shows that its Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to <p is u, as 
desired, whence by 5.2 the weight is independent of (e€) and may be denoted by 
(ph. 

6.2. THEOREM (1.2.4 of [5]). Let cp be a faithful semifinite normal weight on the 
von Neumann algebra M. Let t\->ut be a strongly continuous family of unitaries in 
M such that 

us+t = wX(*0> s, t G R. 

Then there exists a {unique) faithful semifinite normal weight \p on M such that 

(Df.Dcp) = w. 

Proof. Uniqueness follows from 5.2. Existence in the case that u is a group was 
proved in 6.1. In the general case we shall construct, in order, weights O, O', 
Y", Y ' , %p' and tp. The first four will be weights on Af®Afœ, where M„=B(L*(R))9 

and the last two will be weights on M. 
The weight <D on M^M^ is constructed as the tensor product of cp with the 

trace on Mm. Explicitly, choose a family (v{) of partial isometries in M^ such that 
the iw*'s are minimal projections with sum 1 and the *; V s are equal to a fixed 
projection e0. Necessarily, e0 is minimal in M^9 so that (l(8>eo)(M0Moo)(l(8)eo) is 
equal to M<8>e0 and may be identified with M. Then for x positive in M^M^, 
set 2 (p(v*xvt)=Q)(x). <& is faithful, semifinite and normal (cf. 4.1). By 3.2 (with 
v=l-2vivf)9 cr?(fy>?)=iy>?, t e R. Hence, since ^Oy*=<D, <r°(^)=^ and 

<*?(x®y) = o?(*)®J% x G M, y G M^, t G R. 

The weight <E>' on M^M^ is constructed so that 

o?'(*®j0 = < ( * ) ® E W * . XGM, yeMn, teR 

where ft->C/t is the left regular representation of R (recall Mao=B(L2(JR))). 
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Since of(l®Ut)=l®Ut9 ^ , / e R , the hypotheses of 6.1 are verified with M= 
M^M^, 9^=0 and u—\ ® U; the weight yielded by 6.1 has the property desired 
of* ' . 

The weight Y" is defined to be w®'w*, where u is considered as a unitary in 
L o o(R ?M)cM0L c o(R)c:M®Ar o o . Since af\u) is the unitary s\-*d*t(u^u the 
cocycle condition on u implies 

uaf (M*) = ut®l, t e [R. 
Hence 

<*7X*®y) = uto?(x)u?®UtyUt*, xeM9 ye MW5 t e IR. 

The weight Y ' is constructed so that 

aj (x(g)y) = utaf(x)u?®y9 xeM, ye M «,, f G R. 

Since oJ\l<g)Uf)=l<g)U*9 5 , / e R , the hypotheses of 6.1 are verified with Af= 
M^MO09 ç>=Y" and tt=l®£/*; the resulting weight on M^M^ possesses by 
4.2(ii) the property desired of Y' . 

The weight y' on M is defined by 

V '(x) = Y'(x®e0), x e M+, 

where e0 is a minimal projection in Afœ. Since o^ (l®e0)=l®eo> * e R , by 3.1 we 
have (l<g>eo)9ftr(l®eo) d9KT/, so that y/ is semifinite, as well as faithful and nor
mal. Moreover, of (x)®e0=oj (x®e0), x e M, i e R , whence 

of(x) = utof(x)u*9 xeM, teR. 

We shall now repeat the argument on page 150 of [5] to show that for some 
positive h affiliated with the centre of M, 

(Dy)':D<p)t=: h%t9 teR. 

With (Dy)':D(p)t=vt and utvf=at9 t e R9 at is central in M. Hence, for s91 e R , 

as+t = us+tv*+t = uso^(ut)(vso^(vt)f 

= «X(w*K(i>*>? = " X 0 w * K * = asat 

(of fixes elements of the centre of M9 as follows directly from the definition— 

see 2). 
The preceding paragraph shows that the hypotheses of 6.1 are verified with 

cp=\p' and ut=hu. The resulting weight xp verifies (Dy):Dip,)t=h~"it
9 teR. Hence 

by 5.1 
(Dy):D<p) = (Dy):Df')(Dy)':D(p) = u. 

6.3. THEOREM (7.2 of [12]). Le/ tpbea normal weight on the von Neumann algebra 
M. Then xp is a sum of finite normal weights. 

Proof. As shown in the first paragraph of the proof of 7.2 of [12], it is enough 
to suppose that y) is faithful and semifinite. 
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Let <p be a faithful semifinite normal weight on M which is a sum of finite normal 
weights. For example, <p could be taken to be the sum of a family of finite normal 
weights on M the supports of which are orthogonal and have sum 1. Then by 4.2 
the cocycle (Dy.Dcp) verifies the hypothesis for u in 6.2. Hence by uniqueness of 
\p with given (Dtp :D(p),ip must be obtained from <p by the construction in the proof of 
6.2. It is easily verified that the property of being a sum of finite normal weights 
is preserved at each step of this construction. For example, consider the last step. 
If for some projection e, (1— 2é)q)(l— 2é)=(p, and if q>=^,t <Pi with ea°h <Pi 
finite, then (pe=y£i ecp^ where {ecpié){x)=cpi{exé), xeM. 
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